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Abstract
Process mining is the extraction of a process model from system logs. These logs have
to meet minimum requirements, i.e. each event should refer to a case and a task. Many
system logs do not meet these requirements, and therefore it is not possible to use process
mining for process optimization or delta analysis. This paper shows an alternative process
mining procedure for logs containing data on the frequency that process steps have been
executed. To be able to mine such logs we apply Configurable Event-driven Process Chains
(C-EPCs). If a C-EPC is available, we propose a method to mine the process. If only a
classical reference model (i.e. an EPC) is available, we propose a method to first derive
the C-EPC through mining and then analyse the process. This approach enables us to do
process mining in the context of ERP systems such as the SAP solutions.
Key words: Data and Process Re-engineering, Data Mining, Knowledge Discovery,
Reference Models, Enterprise Information Systems

1 Introduction
Many organizations are confronted with problems resulting from badly implemented
enterprise information systems like workflow management systems, case-handling
systems or Enterprise Resource Planning Systems. They observe that the system
frustrates the normal way of handling processes. Maybe the system is not able to
support the process as it should be carried out, or maybe the business process as
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implemented in the enterprise information system is not known or accepted by the
employees [34]. As a result, the actual business process may diverge from the processes as implemented in the enterprise information system. To improve such a
situation, it would be helpful to know the actual steps when carrying out a particular process. Process mining can do this as the actual process is taken as a starting
point [6].
Other areas where process mining might contribute are reconfiguration or upgrades
of configurable systems. When implementing a system, configuration enables an
organization to map functionality of the system onto the business processes. However, when an enterprise information system is in use for some time, typically quite
a number of updates and extensions have been added to the system. Documentation, if present at all, is outdated. Furthermore, the business process might have
been changed as well. When mining the actual processes from the old system, the
result can be used to implement the new system, without requiring too much effort
from scarce resources [32]. Apart from finding the actual process or making a delta
analysis, process mining allows for performance analysis by explicitly defining the
executed processes.
Process mining is well-described in the scientific literature, see e.g. [6,8,11,17–
19,28,29,40–42,46–48]. The goal of process mining is to extract information about
processes from transaction logs [6]. Process mining requires logs from enterprise
information systems such as workflow management systems, case-handling systems and Enterprise Resource Planning Systems. These logs may record several
attributes, e.g. the case that is being handled, the task and event types, the user that
carried out the task etc. It is not necessary that all information is available in the
log, but the reference to both cases and tasks is required.
We first describe a number of case studies that we carried out in the area of process
mining (Section 1.1), which leads us to the research statement of this paper (Section
1.2).
1.1

Case studies

We have successfully applied our mining techniques in several organizations. In
this section, we briefly show some results for these organizations.
The first application is based on the log of a workflow system, supporting the processes of a Dutch governmental institution responsible for fine-collection [2]. 1 A
case (process instance) is a fine that has to be paid. There may be more fines related
The name of the organization is not given for reasons of confidentiality. We want to thank
L. Maruster, R. Dorenbos, H.J. de Vries, H. Reijers, and A. in ’t Veld for their valuable
support.
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Fig. 1. A fragment of the log of a Dutch governmental institution responsible for
fine-collection and the corresponding process mining result.

with the same person. However, each fine corresponds to an independent case. This
process has the particularity that as soon as the fine is paid, the process stops. In
total there are 99 distinct activities which can be either manually or automatically
executed. We selected the fines information for 130136 cases. We constructed the
process log and we applied to this log our process discovery method that can handle
noisy data [7,27].
Figure 1 (top-left) shows a fragment of the log containing 130136 cases. This log
is generated by an information system specifically constructed for the Dutch governmental institution. The top-right screen shows a screenshot of our mining tool
EMiT while analyzing the log. The bottom screenshot shows the whole process obtained through application of the process mining techniques. The discovered models have been inspected by the domain experts. They concluded that our discovered
models were able to grasp the important aspects of the process. Moreover, the discovered models revealed aspects that are often questioned when discussing the process model. These experiences showed that process discovery can provide useful
insights into the current practice of a process and highlight difference between the
actual process and the prescriptive/descriptive model [27].
The second application of our mining techniques is based on a log coming from a
case handling system, i.e. FLOWer (the workflow product of Pallas Athena). This
3

Fig. 2. Throughput time Medical cases in ‘objections on the Disablement Insurance Act’

system is used to support business processes of the Employee Insurance Implementing Body (Uitvoering Werknemersverzekeringen, or UVW) in the Netherlands. In
this project we made a download of the relevant FLOWer tables and converted
them to the common XML format [24]. Note that in FLOWer, the emphasis is on
the data-elements in stead of on the control flow. For the conversion, this results in
restrictions on the capacity of tools and systems, but also on the data that can be
mined. We adapted our tools, first developed to mine workflow systems, in such a
way that we were able to mine case handling systems as well.
The UWV project showed that process mining in a case handling system added
value to the business processes. We analyzed several throughput times of the business process ‘objections’. Using the FLOWer downloads and the PROM framework, we extracted, amongst others, Figure 2. The throughput time in days is on
the vertical axis, the number of cases on the horizontal axis. The majority of cases
has a throughput time of less than 100 days, the horizontal line shows the legal
deadline after which a case can be adjourned. Apart from the number of cases that
is finished before/after the deadline, also the shape of the curve is of interest: before
the deadline the curve is round (many cases are finished just before the deadline),
after the deadline the curve is hollow (only a few cases are finished just after the
deadline). It shows the type of management control, i.c. the percentage ‘in time’
is measured, but also that employees are able to influence the workflow. We made
such analyzes for a number of processes, each time resulting in different aspects of
the workflow.
In addition to implementations of systems based on a predefined process model,
several other types of systems exist which can be classified as ‘Process Aware
Information Systems (PAIS)’. An important type of such systems are Enterprise
Resource Planning Systems (ERP), such as SAP solutions, SSA Global LN or Peoplesoft. On the one hand, these systems record a lot of data related to cases and
activities, and on the other hand the additional value of obtaining a process model
can have much more impact given the fact that no explicit process model is available yet.
An example of a SAP R/3 project is one for financial processes of the shared ser4

vice center of a large Dutch industrial company 2 . This company aimed to discover
their processes to use it as an input for configuration of their new SAP release.
This project was based on the ERP-ReDoc HRW Solution, a commercial tool for
re-documentation of SAP solutions [32]. At first, we extracted data from the SAP
system: frequency of transaction execution, custom adjustments and organizational
functions with the help of ABAP reports. In the second step, we analyzed the data
with the Reverse Business Engineer (RBE). In the third step the process structure
has been generated with the help of the ASAP Question and Answer Database. In
the last step, the data has been transferred from ASAP into the SAP R/3 reference
model of ARIS. As a result, those parts of the reference model that are actually
in use were activated. This information is used as an input for the upgrade of the
financial information system, and secondly, it has been used to improve their business processes. It turned out that several ’old’ transactions were frequently used,
whereas several ’new’ transactions were hardly used. It clearly demonstrated that
the new way of working that had been implemented some time ago, has not been
adopted by workers at the shop floor. The project lasted for about 4 weeks and
required about 15 working days for consulting.
These case studies show that in many situations there is a discrepancy between the
predefined process (i.e., a descriptive or prescriptive process model) and the real
process (i.e., the process model obtained through mining). From the viewpoint of
business alignment these discrepancies are of particular interest since they may indicate a misfit between the information system (based on an unrealistic or incorrect
descriptive or prescriptive process model) and the real business process. What is
lacking at this point in time, is a process mining approach for ERP systems that
doesn’t require customer and consultant involvement as was required for the SAP
project described above, which is less dependent of the actual information system
and which is more or less comparable to the effort in the mining process for workflow and case handling systems.
1.2

Research statement

To apply our current process mining techniques, we need a reference to both a case
and a task. Our first mining efforts in SAP showed that this requirement is not
necessarily met when dealing with ERP systems. The last case study in section 1.1
uses a tool based on the ASAP Question and Answer database, thus avoiding this
problem.
This paper focuses on mining actual processes from incomplete logs, this is without
both case and task reference. An example of such an incomplete log is a frequency
We kindly thank Karel Bastiaanssen for sharing his valuable ideas and practical input on
process mining in ERP environments. He was responsible for this project, as well as several
other RBE projects in the manufacturing and process industry.
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Fig. 3. Process mining based on a frequency profile and an EPC (for elaboration of this
example we refer to Section 4)

profile, based on the frequency a transaction has been executed, e.g. task A has
been carried out 100 times and task B 40 times (see left-hand side of Figure 3). As
a result, pure process mining, this is without any prior information about the process structure, is not possible. We need some additional information in the form of
process models such as best practices or reference models [43,44]. We discuss how
reference models (especially C-EPCs [36]) can contribute to mine actual processes.
In Figure 3 this process is illustrated for a frequency profile and a reference model
represented by a C-EPC.
In practice, configurable reference models are not available yet. ERP systems such
as SAP R/3 are based on a set of configurable business processes. However, the
reference models in which these are organized are merely a general repository in
stead of a configurable process model. To bridge the gap between configurable
processes represented by non-configurable process models towards a situation in
which configurable process are represented by configurable process models, we
make use of the configurable variant of EPCs: C-EPCs. Therefore, we include more
general reference models, such as EPCs. Together with the frequency profile, a
C-EPC and the actual process model can be determined. It should be taken into
account that the derived C-EPC is merely based on one particular log and might
differ from C-EPCs based on other logs. In Figure 3 this process is illustrated for a
frequency profile and a reference model represented by an EPC.
An extension of the previous approach is to take n logs, resulting in a set of n CEPCs. Subsequently, this set of C-EPCs can be consolidated into a more general
and more accurate C-EPC. The C-EPC can be improved by rules, e.g. a particular
configuration setting in one part of the model implies a particular setting in another
part of the model.
Ultimately, the C-EPC can be extended by guidelines. Apart from the reference
6

model and n logs, additional meta data is required, such as cost and performance
data of the process, size of the company or the industry sector. Another extension
can be the use of additional data in the log (time and resource of each event is
known).
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we present the background
of the research: process mining, its applicability to configurable enterprise information systems and the role reference models might play mining these systems.
In our approach, we make extensive use of reference models, and especially EPCs
and C-EPCs. The semantics of these modelling languages should be defined unambiguously, therefore EPCs and C-EPCs are formally described in Section 3. Readers
already familiar with this material could skip this section.
In Section 4 we elaborate the first research question: taking a C-EPC and a frequency profile as a starting point we derive the configuration and the actual process model. We show how to apply existing software packages to support solving
our mining problems; these software packages are based on Integer Programming
techniques. In Section 5 we reformulate our approach in such a way that it indeed
corresponds to an Integer Programming problem. In Section 6 we take an EPC and
a frequency profile as a starting point, taking into account that configurable process
models are not yet available in practice yet. We derive the configuration and the
actual process model, and as a side-effect we also derive the configurable process
model. We show that the solution here is a variant of the solution of the first research
question. This paper concludes with a section on related work, a brief summary and
future work.

2 Background
2.1

Process Mining

During the last decade explicit process concepts (e.g. workflow models) have been
applied in many enterprise information systems [4,14,22,26]. Workflow Management (WFM) Systems such as Staffware, IBM MQ-Series, COSA, etc. offer generic
modelling and enactment capabilities for structured business processes. By making graphical process definitions, i.e. models describing the life-cycle of a particular case (process instance) in isolation, one can configure these systems to support business processes. Many other systems make use of explicit process models.
Consider for example Enterprise Resource Planning systems (e.g. SAP, Peoplesoft,
Baan and Oracle) or Customer Relationship Management software (Siebel), etc. As
pointed out in the introduction, collection of runtime data from such Enterpise Information Systems may contribute to diagnoses, design and redesign of Enterpise
Information Systems and business processes. The collection of runtime data and
7

the analysis of these data is called process mining.
For this mining process, the data logs of an enterprise information system are processed by a mining tool, e.g. EMiT, Little Thumb, Process Miner, etc. [6]. The
mining tools are generic, i.e. can be applied to all kinds of business processes and
all kinds of enterprise information systems. These tools require a common XML
format for storing and exchanging the logs. We have developed such a format,
which is described by a document type definition (DTD). Both can be downloaded
from www.processmining.org. Figure 4 shows that the XML-format connects the
transactional systems such as workflow systems, ERP systems, CRM systems etc.
The XML-format is then used as input for the mining tools. The goal of using a
single format is to reduce the implementation effort and to promote the use of the
mining concepts in multiple contexts.
workflow management systems

case handling / CRM systems

ERP systems

Staffware

FLOWer

SAP R/3

InConcert

Vectus

BaaN

MQ Series

Siebel

Peoplesoft

common XML format for storing/
exchanging workflow logs

EMiT

Little
Thumb

ExperDiTo

InWoLvE

Process
Miner

mining tools

Fig. 4. The XML-format as solver/system independent medium (available from
www.processmining.org)

Application of the mining tools require logs in the specified format. Furthermore,
we assume that (1) each event refers to a task or well-defined step, (2) each event
refers to a case or instance and (3) events are totally ordered. If this is available,
mining algorithms can be used to derive models describing the underlying process.
The minimum information (i.e. task and case) may be complemented by resource,
time, event type etc., thus allowing for the discovery of organizational structures,
social networks and performance indicators.
Figure 5 shows an example log of a process from the workflow management system
Staffware. This log contains the required data case-id and task-id, and additionally
the event type (the task is scheduled, processed or released), the user and a time
stamp.
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However, for many types of systems the logs may look differently. Although from
a pure mining view such a log is incomplete, other data may be available to help
mining the actual process model. In the next subsection, we elaborate two alternative approaches to show which information in configurable enterprise information
systems might contribute to process mining.

2.2

Alternative approaches

When mining processes in enterprise information systems, the mining process is
straightforward if business process management data is available, e.g. like in Figure 5. If this type of information is not available, other data might help. We consider
two types of registrations: (1) transaction data stored in the tables and (2) process
registrations primarily used and intended for the measurement of database performance.
Enterprise information systems make extensive use of the database that supports the
system: each business transaction results in a system transaction that is recorded in
the database. The data that is recorded are documents that are created or updated,
such as purchase requisitions, purchase orders or scheduling agreements. In relation to these documents all other detailed transaction data is stored in the database.
Making use of these data is promising in the context of process mining: the docuCase 3
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Fig. 5. Example log (based on the EPC in Figure 6)
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ment numbers can be considered as case-id. The derivation of the tasks that have
been executed to create or update these documents is less straightforward, but may
be possible. This approach is used in tools such as ARIS Process Performance
Manager (PPM) when analyzing process performance of business processes.
A disadvantage of this approach is that it is time consuming and very specific.
For each particular process and variant of a process, it is necessary to find the
relevant tables and table fields, since the actual configuration of the system may
influence the use of tables and fields. To be able to pinpoint the exact table fields
that are affected by a particular process, it is necessary to examine whether these
fields may differ for particular configurations. Eventually, this may even lead to a
mining approach in which the actual process should be known completely before
mining the process. In PPM for example, we see that application of the software
first requires customization of PPM [21]. In this manual step a consultant discusses
the actual process with the process owner, which is input for PPM and thus the
performance analysis. The quality of the output of the performance analysis is,
amongst others, dependent on the quality of the model and the configuration of
PPM.
Another approach originates from the fact that enterprise information systems such
as the SAP solutions log data to be able to analyze the database. For such an analysis, the processor workload caused by each transaction carried out in the system
is stored. The workload analysis of a particular period summarizes which transactions have been carried out, by whom and how much computing time it consumed.
Tools like the SAP Reverse Business Engineer (RBE) make use of this feature and
are able to report the transaction frequencies [32,38]. We can apply this approach
for process mining when deriving the frequencies of the execution of transactions.
Unfortunately, there is no link between case-ids (document numbers) and these
frequencies. In this context reference models may contribute. A well-known example of such reference models are Event Driven Process chains (EPC’s) which
have been developed in a collaborative research project conducted by SAP AG and
the IDS Scheer AG [23,39] and which form the basis of the SAP reference models
[12]. Also other ERP systems make use of similar reference models, e.g. Baan/SSA
Global [45] or Intentia [15]. In this paper, we elaborate on this second approach.
Therefore, in the next subsection we focus on the application of reference models
for process mining.

2.3

Reference models

Business process management frequently uses models, e.g. for modelling the enterprise, for information system specification or end-user training [9,16,35]. These
models may be descriptive or prescriptive. A typical example are reference models
in the context of Enterprise Resource Planning systems such as from SAP. The SAP
10
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reference models are expressed in so-called Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs).
Figure 6 shows an example of an EPC for internal order handling.
It should be taken into account that reference models for ERP systems such as the
SAP solutions are extremely complex because of the complexity of the business
processes at one hand, and the fact that these systems are configurable at the other
hand. In fact, such a reference model (represented by an EPC) is an ‘upperbound’
of process models that may possibly be implemented in a particular enterprise.
Consider for example an ERP system that allows configuration of the purchasing
process with respect to the quotation process. The related reference model consists
of two branches (procurement with respectively without quotations). Some companies might not implement quotations and it is clear which part of the process
model is relevant. Other companies however, might implement the quotation functionality, though leaving implicit whether quotations are required (one branch of
the process model is applicable) or quotations may be used which may dependent
on some criteria (both branches of the process model are applicable). Because such
implicit decisions cannot be derived from such reference models, we call these ‘upperbound’ or ‘maximum’ reference models (for example EPC-Max). Further complexity drivers are the number of (sub)models and the interrelationships between
these models.
To handle the complexity that is caused by the possibility to configure a system, a
new approach has been developed that intuitively reflects the configurable nature of
an ERP system. The representation of this reference modelling language is called
configurable EPC (C-EPC) [36]. In this paper we will look at this specific class
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of reference models. In a C-EPC, there is an explicit distinction between choices
made at runtime and choices made at configuration time. The following example
illustrates the difference between these two types of decisions.
The left-hand side of Figure 7 shows an example of a C-EPC for transmitting purchase orders. The configurable XOR-connector is used to state that at configuration
time it should be decided whether executing both the left and the right branch, i.e.
purchasing with or without scheduling agreements, is allowed for a particular company. In the C-EPC this is modelled as configurable XOR-connector, which can
be set XOR (i.e. choice at runtime); this is depicted in the middle part of Figure
7 (variant 1). In practice one may also find companies that do not allow purchase
order processing based on scheduling agreements. In that case only one path can be
selected (i.e. choice made at configuration time); this is depicted in the right-hand
part of Figure 7 (variant 2). This example is taken from [36] and is based on the
SAP Reference Model Purchasing, version 4.6c. For more details on the C-EPC
approach we refer to Section 3.
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3 Formalization of EPCs and C-EPCs
3.1

Event-driven Process Chains

An Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) consists of events, functions and connectors.
However, not every diagram composed of events, functions and connectors is a
correct EPC. For example, it is not allowed to connect two events to each other (cf.
[23]). Unfortunately, a formal syntax for event-driven process chains is missing.
In this section, we give a formal definition of an event-driven process chain. This
definition is based on the restrictions described in [23] and imposed by tools such
as ARIS and SAP. This way we are able to specify the requirements an event-driven
process chain should satisfy.
Definition 1 (Event-driven process chain (1)) An event-driven process chain is a
five-tuple (E, F, C, l, A):
-

E is a finite set of events,
F is a finite set of functions,
C is a finite set of logical connectors,
l ∈ C → {∧, XOR, ∨} is a function which maps each connector onto a connector type,
- A ⊆ (E × F ) ∪ (F × E) ∪ (E × C) ∪ (C × E) ∪ (F × C) ∪ (C × F ) ∪ (C × C)
is a set of arcs.

An event-driven process chain is composed of three types of nodes: events (E),
functions (F ) and connectors (C). The type of each connector is given by the function l: l(c) is the type (∧, XOR, or ∨) of a connector c ∈ C. Relation A specifies
the set of arcs connecting functions, events and connectors. Definition 1 shows that
it is not allowed to have an arc connecting two functions or two events. There are
many more requirements an event-driven process chain should satisfy, e.g., only
connectors are allowed to branch, there is at least one start event, there is at least
one final event, and there are several limitations with respect to the use of connectors. To formalize these requirements we need to define some additional concepts
and introduce some notation.
Definition 2 (Directed path and elementary path) Let EPC be an event-driven
process chain. A directed path p from a node n1 to a node nk is sequence hn1 , n2 , . . . ,
nk i such that hni , ni+1 i ∈ A for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. p is elementary iff for any two
nodes ni and nj on p, i 6= j ⇒ ni 6= nj .
The definition of directed path will be used to limit the set of routing constructs
that may be used. It also allows for the definition of CEF (the set of connectors on
a path from an event to a function) and CF E (the set of connectors on a path from
a function to an event). CEF and CF E partition the set of connectors C. Based on
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the function l we also partition C into C∧ , C∨ , and CXOR . The sets CJ and CS are
used to classify connectors into join connectors and split connectors.
Definition 3 (N , C∧ , C∨ , CXOR , •, CJ , CS , CEF , CF E ) Let EPC = (E, F, C, l, A)
be an event-driven process chain.
-

N = E ∪ F ∪ C is the set of nodes of EPC .
C∧ = {c ∈ C | l(c) = ∧}
C∨ = {c ∈ C | l(c) = ∨}
CXOR = {c ∈ C | l(c) = XOR}
For n ∈ N :
•n = {m | (m, n) ∈ A} is the set of input nodes, and
n• = {m | (n, m) ∈ A} is the set of output nodes.
CJ = {c ∈ C | | • c| ≥ 2} is the set of join connectors.
CS = {c ∈ C | |c • | ≥ 2} is the set of split connectors.
CEF ⊆ C such that c ∈ CEF if and only if there is a path p = hn1 , n2 , . . . , nk−1 ,
nk i such that n1 ∈ E, n2 , . . . , nk−1 ∈ C, nk ∈ F , and c ∈ {n2 , . . . , nk−1 }.
CF E ⊆ C such that c ∈ CF E if and only if there is a path p = hn1 , n2 , . . . , nk−1 ,
nk i such that n1 ∈ F , n2 , . . . , nk−1 ∈ C, nk ∈ E, and c ∈ {n2 , . . . , nk−1 }.

These notations allow for the completion of the definition of an event-driven process chain.
Definition 4 (Event-driven process chain (2)) An event-driven process chain EPC
= (E, F, C, l, A) satisfies the following requirements:
- The sets E, F , and C are pairwise disjoint, i.e., E ∩ F = ∅, E ∩ C = ∅, and
F ∩ C = ∅.
- For each e ∈ E: | • e| ≤ 1 and |e • | ≤ 1.
- There is at least one event e ∈ E such that | • e| = 0 (i.e. a start event).
- There is at least one event e ∈ E such that |e • | = 0 (i.e. a final event).
- For each f ∈ F : | • f | = 1 and |f • | = 1.
- For each c ∈ C: | • c| ≥ 1 or |c • | ≥ 1.
- CJ and CS partition C, i.e., CJ ∩ CS = ∅ and CJ ∪ CS = C.
- CEF and CF E partition C, i.e., CEF ∩ CF E = ∅ and CEF ∪ CF E = C.
The first requirement states that each component has a unique identifier (name).
Note that connector names are omitted in the diagram of an event-driven process
chain. The other requirements correspond to restrictions on the relation A. Events
cannot have multiple input arcs and there is at least one start event and one final
event. Each function has exactly one input arc and one output arc. A connector c is
either a join connector (|c • | = 1 and | • c| ≥ 2) or a split connector (| • c| = 1 and
|c • | ≥ 2). The last requirement states that a connector c is either on a path from
an event to a function or on a path from a function to an event. In the remainder of
this paper we assume all event-driven process chains to be syntactically correct.
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Note that {CJ , CS }, {CEF , CF E }, and {C∧ , CXOR , C∨ } partition C, i.e., CJ and
CS are disjoint and C = CJ ∪ CS , CEF and CF E are disjoint and C = CEF ∪ CF E ,
and C∧ , CXOR and C∨ are pair-wise disjoint and C = C∧ ∪ CXOR ∪ C∨ . In principle
there are 2 × 2 × 3 = 12 kinds of connectors! In [23] two of these 12 constructs
are not allowed: a split connector of type CEF cannot be of type XOR or ∨, i.e.,
CS ∩ CEF ∩ CXOR = ∅ and CS ∩ CEF ∩ C∨ = ∅. As a result of this restriction, there
are no choices between functions sharing the same input event. A choice is resolved
after the execution of a function, not before. In this paper, we will not impose this
restriction.
The semantics of EPCs have often been debated in literature. Here we do not contribute to this discussion but simply refer to [1,3,13,25,33,37].
3.2

Configurable EPCs

This section introduces the notion of a configurable event-driven process chain
(C-EPC). In a C-EPC functions and connectors can be configurable. Configurable
functions may be included (ON ), skipped (OFF ) or conditionally skipped (OPT ).
Configurable connectors may be restricted at configuration time, e.g., a configurable connector of type ∨ may be mapped onto a ∧ connector. Local configuration
choices like skipping a function may be limited by configuration requirements. For
example, if one configurable connector of type ∨ is mapped onto ∧ connector, then
another configurable function needs to be included. This configuration requirement
may be denoted by the logical expression c = ∧ ⇒ f = ON . To guide the configuration process there is also a partial order which suggests the order of configuration.
Moreover, besides the configuration requirements there may also be configuration
guidelines. One can think of configuration requirements as hard constraints and
interpret configuration guidelines as soft constraints.
Definition 5 (Configurable event-driven process chain) A configurable eventdriven process chain (C-EPC) is a five-tuple (E, F, C, l, A, F C , C C ,OC ):
- E, F , C, l, and A are as specified in Definition 1 satisfying the constraints mentioned in Definition 4,
- F C ⊆ F is the set of configurable functions,
- C C ⊆ C is the set of configurable connectors,
- OC ⊆ (F C ∪ C C ) × (F C ∪ C C ) is a partial order over the configurable nodes
suggesting the order of configuration,
Configurable nodes are denoted by thick circles (for configurable connectors) or
thick rectangles (for configurable functions).
A configurable function may be configured as included (ON ), skipped (OFF ) or
conditionally skipped (OPT ). Configurable connectors are mapped onto a concrete
15
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Fig. 8. Example of a configurable EPC

choice for the split or join considered. Clearly, a configurable connector of type ∧
may not be mapped onto a concrete connector of type connector of type ∨. The
concrete connector should always represent a behavior allowed by the configurable
connector, i.e., the configuration process only restricts the possible execution sequences. In case of a configurable connector of type XOR or ∨, also only one of
the options may be selected, e.g., if a split connector c has an output function f ,
then c = SEQ f denotes that function f is always selected.
In Figure 8 there are three configurable functions: A, E, and F. Each of these three
functions can be configured as included (ON), skipped (OFF) or conditionally
skipped (OPT). The other three functions cannot be configured, i.e., are always
”ON”. There are four connectors and only the XOR connector is configurable. The
configurable XOR connector can be set XOR (i.e., a choice at runtime), or select
one of the two paths (i.e., at configuration time the left-hand side or right-hand side
is selected).
We have to be aware of the interrelationship between (configurable) functions and
(configurable) connectors: In Figure 8 the configuration of function A is related to
the first AND-split connector. Because of this effect, derivation of the implemented
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model from a C-EPC is a two stage process. First, the relevant sub-path is identified,
second unnecessary branches are cleaned up. In case of the example of Figure 8, if
function A is OFF, the left path would be empty (first step). The second step would
be to delete the entire left path incl. the connector.
The partial order ≤C is used to specify which concrete connector type may be used
for a given connector type, i.e., x ≤C y if and only if a connector of type y may be
configured to x (e.g., ∧ ≤C ∨ but not ∨ ≤C ∧). The partial order of configurable
nodes O C is not shown in Figure 8.
Definition 6 (Partial ordering ≤C , CT , CTS ) ≤C defines a partial order on CT
= {∧, XOR, ∨} ∪ CTS where CTS = {SEQ n | n ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C}. ≤C =
{(∧, ∧), (XOR, XOR),(∨, ∨), (XOR, ∨), (∧, ∨)} ∪ {(n, XOR) | n ∈ CTS } ∪
{(n, ∨) | n ∈ CTS } ∪ {(n, n) | n ∈ CTS }.
Note that ≤C = {(n, n) | n ∈ CT } ∪ (XOR, ∨) ∪ {(n1 , n2 ) | n1 ∈ CTS ∧ n2 ∈
{XOR, ∨}}.
This partial order is motivated by the fact that the configurable connector has to
subsume the behavior of the concrete connector. Table 1 illustrates the configuration rules for connectors. This table only describes the overall constraints. Each
row corresponds to a configurable connector type (OR C , XOR C , AND C ), e.g., an
OR C may be mapped onto an OR (∨), XOR (×), AND (∧), or SEQ (SEQ n for some
node n).

ORC
XORC

OR

XOR

AND

SEQ

X

X

X

X

X

ANDC

X
X

Table 1
Constraints for the configuration of connectors

A configuration maps all configurable nodes onto concrete values like ON , OFF ,
and OPT for functions and ∧, XOR, ∨, and SEQ n for connectors.
Definition 7 (Configuration) Let CEPC = (E, F, C, l, A, F C , C C , OC ) be a CEPC. lC ∈ (F C → {ON , OFF , OPT }) ∪ (C C → CT ) is a configuration of
CEPC if for each c ∈ C C :
- lC (c) ≤C l(c)
- if lC (c) ∈ CTS and c ∈ CJ , then there exists an n ∈ •c such that l C (c) = SEQ n ,
- if lC (c) ∈ CTS and c ∈ CS , then there exists an n ∈ c• such that l C (c) = SEQ n ,
Function lC maps configurable functions onto values like ON, OFF, and OPT, i.e.,
lC (f ) ∈ ON , OFF , OPT for f ∈ F C . Configurable connectors are mapped onto
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the set CT, i.e., l C (c) ∈ CT for c ∈ C C . Clearly this mapping should be consistent
with Table 1 and the partial order ≤C . Moreover, if l C (c) = SEQn , then n should
be in the preset (for a join connector) or postset (for a split connector) of c.
Definition 8 (Valid/suitable configuration) Let CEPC = (E, F, C, l, A, F C , C C ,
OC ) be a C-EPC and l C a configuration of CEPC . l C is a valid configuration if
it satisfies all configuration requirements, i.e., it satisfies all logical expressions in
RC . lC is a suitable configuration if is valid and it satisfies all configuration guidelines, i.e., it satisfies all logical expressions in GC .
Definition 9 (Satisfiable) Let CEPC = (E, F, C, l, A, F C , C C , OC ) be a C-EPC.
CEPC is satisfiable if and only if there is valid configuration.
Up to now we assumed a complete configuration, i.e., l C is a complete function
mapping each configurable node onto a concrete value. However, the configuration
process may go through several stages and therefore we also add the notion of
a partial configuration. One can think of a C-EPC with a partial configuration as
another C-EPC.
Definition 10 (Partial configuration) Let CEPC = (E, F, C, l, A, F C ,C C , OC )
be a C-EPC. lC ∈ (F C 6→ {ON , OFF , OPT }) ∪ (C C 6→ CT ) 3 is a partial
configuration of CEPC if for each c ∈ C C ∩ dom(lC ):
- lC (c) ≤C l(c)
- if lC (c) ∈ CTS and c ∈ CJ , then there exists an n ∈ •c such that l C (c) = SEQ n ,
- if lC (c) ∈ CTS and c ∈ CS , then there exists an n ∈ c• such that l C (c) = SEQ n ,

4 Mining C-EPC’s: From C-EPC to EPC
Mining configurable enterprise information systems is hindered by the fact that logs
from these systems do not meet the requirements of traditional process mining, e.g.
of workflow systems and case handling systems. On the other hand, the advantages
of process mining as shown in Section 1.1 are equally applicable to ERP systems as
these are to WFM and case handling systems. An alternative approach for process
mining in enterprise information systems is to use frequency profiles and reference
models, in this particular case represented by C-EPCs.
Problem 1 Consider a frequency profile FP ∈ (F → N) and a C-EPC CEPC =
(E, F, C,l, A, F C , C C , OC ). Find configurations l C ∈ F C → (ON , OFF , OPT ) ∪
(C C → CT ) and such that the frequency profile and the C-EPC match.
3

Note that f ∈ X 6→ Y denotes a partial function whose domain dom(f ) ⊆ X.
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We first elaborate an example C-EPC and a number of frequency profiles and show
that several alternatives for the resulting configuration and EPC may exist. Next
we define a function to show whether a C-EPC, configuration and frequency profile match and we define a function to determine the best configuration out of the
matching alternatives. We conclude that a generalized approach to find the best
matching EPC may include Integer Programming techniques.

4.1

Searching for configurations

An EPC consists of events, functions and connectors. A C-EPC may additionally
contain configurable functions and three different types of configurable connectors
(AND C , XOR C and OR C ). In this subsection we elaborate an example consisting
of a C-EPC (with two configurable OR-connectors and one configurable function
as represented in Figure 9) and three frequency profiles, represented in Table 2.
Note that we assume complete cases at this point in time.

A

c1

V
V c2

B

D
C

V c3

c4

V

Fig. 9. Example of a configurable EPC

Frequency profile A shows that in this particular case function D and the leftmost
branch of the C-EPC have not been executed. Function D may have been configured
OFF or OPT: lC ∈ {(D, OFF ), (D, OPT )}. In the latter case, D has not been performed at runtime. The explanation why the leftmost branch has not been executed
is a bit more complex:
• during configuration time the configurable connectors c 2 and c3 have been configured SEQ C , and at runtime function B could not be performed (EPC variant
1 in Figure 10): l C = ((OR c2 , SEQ C ), (OR c3 , SEQ C )) .
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function

Table 2
Three frequency profiles for the C-EPC in Figure 9

• during configuration time the configurable connectors c 2 and c3 have been configured XOR, and at runtime function B has not been performed (EPC variant 2
in Figure 10): l C = ((OR c2 , XOR), (OR c3 , XOR)).
• during configuration time the configurable connectors c 2 and c3 have been configured OR, and at runtime function B has not been performed (EPC variant 3 in
Figure 10): lC = ((OR c2 , OR), (OR c3 , OR)).
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(3)
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Fig. 10. Resulting EPCs based on the C-EPC in Figure 9 and frequency profiles FP-A, FP-B
and FP-C

Frequency profile B shows that functions A and D have been performed the same
number of times, which implies that function D should be configured ON or OPT:
lC ∈ {(D, OFF ), (D, OPT )}. In the latter case, D has been performed each time
at runtime. Furthermore, functions B and C have been performed the same number
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of times. This can be because:
• during configuration time the configurable connectors c 2 and c3 have been configured AND: lC = ((OR c2 , AND), (OR c3 , AND)).
• during configuration time the configurable connectors c 2 and c3 have been configured OR and coincidentally A, B and C have been performed the same number
of times: lC = ((OR c2 , OR), (OR c3 , OR)).
Frequency profile C finally, does not leave any freedom for configuration. Since D
has been performed, but less than A, it should be configured OPT: l C = (D, OPT ).
Note that we assume that the log consists of complete cases without any noise
which, in practice, is not necessarily the case. Furthermore, c 2 and c3 can only be
configured OR: lC = ((OR c2 , OR), (OR c3 , OR)).
From these examples, we conclude that deriving a configuration based on a C-EPC
and a frequency profile is not unambiguous. The remainder of this section is used to
show when a particular configuration is allowed and if more than one configuration
is allowed, which configuration fits best.
4.2

Matching

Combining a particular C-EPC and frequency profile results in a configuration and
related EPC. However, in general, this process may result in a number of configurations and thus several different EPCs. In this subsection we define the function
match to show whether a C-EPC, configuration and frequency profile do match, in
the next subsection we define a function to determine the best configuration out of
the matching alternatives.
A C-EPC can be considered a set of concrete EPCs; a particular EPC is determined by its configuration as defined in Definition 7. An EPC/C-EPC is a graph
consisting of different nodes. Each node and each arc have a frequency. Through
the frequency profile we only know the frequency of functions and not of the other
nodes. Assume that the frequency of each node n is given by a variable x n and let fn
be the frequency in the profile if n is a function. Consider the following system of
equations: ∀n ∈ F : xn = fn and the set of equations generated by arcs. The exact
formulation of the set of equations is dependent on (i) the structure of the model,
(ii) whether a function is configurable or not (and if applicable its configuration),
and (iii) whether a connector is configurable or not (and if applicable its configuration). For all nodes in the model, the applicable equations should be selected from
the list below:
• Related to functions:
· An arc ending in a function has a frequency that is equal to the frequency of
the arc starting from that function.
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· All arcs starting or ending in a non-configurable function or event have a frequency that equals the frequency of that function or event.
· All arcs starting or ending in a configurable function that has been configured
ON, have a frequency that equals the frequency of that function.
· All arcs starting or ending in a configurable function that has been configured
OPT, have a frequency that is greater than or equal to the frequency of that
function.
· A configurable function that has been configured OFF, has a frequency 0.
• Related to AND-nodes (connectors or configurations):
· An AND-node has a frequency that equals the frequency of each of the arcs
starting from that AND-node.
· An AND-node has a frequency that is less than or equal to the frequency of
each of the arcs ending in that AND-node, and equals the frequency of at least
one of the arcs ending in that AND-node.
• Related to XOR-nodes (connectors or configurations):
· A XOR-node has a frequency that equals the sum of the frequencies of all arcs
starting from that XOR-node.
· A XOR-node has a frequency that equals the sum of the frequencies of all arcs
ending in that XOR-node.
• Related to OR-nodes (connectors or configurations)
· An OR-node has a frequency that is less than or equal to the sum of the frequencies of each of the arcs ending in that OR-node.
· An OR-node has a frequency that is greater than or equal to the frequency of
each of the arcs ending in that OR-node.
· An OR-node has a frequency that is less than or equal to the sum of the frequencies of each of the arcs starting from that OR-node.
· An OR-node has a frequency that is greater than or equal to the frequency of
each of the arcs starting from that OR-node.
• Related to SEQx -configurations (split)
· A connector that has been configured SEQx , has a frequency that is equal to
the frequency of the arc starting from that connector and ending in node x.
· An arc starting from a connector that has been configured SEQ x and ending in
any other node than x has a frequency 0.
· An arc starting from a connector that has been configured SEQ x and ending in
any node has a frequency equal to the frequency of that connector.
• Related to SEQx -configurations (join)
· An arc starting from any node and ending in a connector that has been configured SEQx has a frequency equal to the frequency of that connector.
· A connector that has been configured SEQx , has a frequency that is equal to
the frequency of the arc starting from node x and ending in that connector.
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· An arc ending in a connector that has been configured SEQx and starting from
any other node than x has a frequency 0.
We have defined now a C-EPC and a frequency profile, and we are able to define
the set of equations that describe this situation. We are ready to define when a
configuration matches with a C-EPC and a given frequency profile.
Definition 11 (Match) Let CEPC = (E, F, C, l, A, F C , C C , OC ) be a C-EPC, lC ∈
(F C → {ON, OF F, OP T }) ∪ (C C → CT ) a configuration of C-EPC and FP
∈ (F → N ) a frequency profile of C-EPC. match:(C-EPC, l C , F P ) → boolean.
If there is a solution to the ‘system of equations’, match(C-EPC, l C , FP)= true; if
there is no solution match(C-EPC, l C , FP)= false.
In other words, the function match is true iff FP is a possible frequency profile for
the EPC that results from C-EPC and l C . Note that we still have to formalize the
system of equations, see Section 5. Consider the example in Figure 9 and frequency
profile A. We mentioned three alternative configurations:
(1) lC = ((OR c2 , SEQ C ), (OR c3 , SEQ C ), (D, OFF ))
(2) lC = ((OR c2 , XOR), (OR c3 , XOR), (D, OFF ))
(3) lC = ((OR c2 , OR), (OR c3 , OR), (D, OFF ))
It is easy to verify that the configurations in Section 4.1 match, because the system
of equations can be solved for all three configurations and thus match(C-EPC of
Figure 9, lC , FP-A) = true.
4.3

Objective function

In the previous subsection we have defined the function match to be able to decide whether a C-EPC, a configuration and a frequency profile actually match. The
result of this step is a set of matching configurations. The next step is to decide
which of the matching configurations fits best. To be able to do so, we define the
objective function of a configuration and minimize this function to find the ‘best
configuration’. The basic idea is that an EPC should be as specific as possible, still
meeting the requirements of the C-EPC. Furthermore, we prefer the configuration
of connectors over the configuration of functions.
To define the objective function we refer to the partial ordering in Definition 6 and
visualized in the left-hand part of Figure 11. The basic idea for the configuration
of connectors is that the concrete connector should be selected conform the partial
ordering and that the selected node is as low as possible in the ordering tree. The
resulting objective function is depicted in the right-hand part of Figure 11.
The basic idea for configurable functions is that all functions should be configured
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Fig. 11. Objective function for the configuration of connectors

ON, unless this is in conflict with the frequency profile. Furthermore, functions
should not be configured OPT unless absolutely necessary, because this configuration is not discriminative at all. In Figure 12 the resulting objective function for the
configuration of functions is depicted.
OPT
100

ON

OFF
0

1

Fig. 12. Objective function for the configuration of functions

The objective function can now be formulated as: minimize the sum of the objective
function due to the configuration of all configurable connectors and the objective
function due to the configuration of all configurable functions.
For the example in subsection 4.1 we conclude that variant 1 (both connectors configured SEQ C ) and function D configured OFF is the best configuration, see Table
3.
lC

lC (c2 )

lC (c3 )

lC (D)

Objective function

1

SEQ C

SEQ C

OFF

⇒

0+0+1=1

2

XOR

XOR

OFF

⇒

1+1+1=3

3

OR

OR

OFF

⇒

2+2+1=5

Table 3
Configurations for the C-EPC in Figure 9 and frequency profile FP-A

4.4

Conclusion

In this section we have defined the function match to be able to decide whether a CEPC, a configuration and a frequency profile actually match. The result of this step
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is a set of matching configurations. The next step is to decide which of the matching
configurations fits best. To be able to do so, we defined an objective function of a
configuration. Summarizing, if we want to determine an EPC based on a C-EPC
and a frequency profile, we go through the following steps:
(1) find all matching configurations
(2) minimize the objective function
The approach that we followed in Section 4.2 (find all solutions of a system of equations) and Section 4.3 (minimize a particular objective function) can be performed
in one step by making use of Integer Programming techniques. This has an additional advantage since standard software for solving Integer Programming problems is generally available. In the next section we reformulate the above described
approach in such a way that integer programming can be applied. Subsequently we
will discuss the required variables, the constraints and the objective function.

5 Formulating the Integer Programming problem
In Section 4 we elaborated process mining based on incomplete logs, i.e. based on a
frequency profile. We showed that the concept of process mining is applicable, provided that a configurable reference model (an C-EPC) is available. The approach
we developed is a so-called optimization approach: find the optimal solution, given
a set of constraints. Many books on operations research focus on such optimization problems. In [30] for example, Murty shows how to solve transportation and
production planning problems, making use of linear programming. Solving a linear programming problem requires definition of the set of decision variables, the
constraints and the objective function. The constraints are represented by a system
of equations, expressed in the previously defined variables. In general, this system
of equations has a number of solutions, i.e. each solution assigns a value to the set
of variables. Finally, the objective function selects that set of values that fulfills the
objective function best.
In linear programming the variables may have any value (integer or real), however
in practice real values not necessarily have a meaning. For example, when optimizing the company’s profit (objective function) based on the number of production
machines (one of the decision variables), the solution ‘number of production machines equals 5,4’ makes no sense. Production management decides either to invest
in 5 machines or in 6 machines. This subclass of linear programming is called Integer Programming.
In this section we apply the Integer programming technique to support process
mining based on frequency profiles. We first define the decision variables, then
we elaborate the definition of the set of equations and the objective function. The
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section concludes with an example for a particular C-EPC and frequency profile.
Let CEPC = (E, F, C, l, F C , C C , OC , RC , GC ) be a C-EPC and FP ∈ (F 6→ N)
be a frequency profile. A (C-)EPC is a graph consisting of different nodes. Each
node and each arc have a frequency. The frequency profile records the frequency
of functions and not of the other node types 4 . Consider the following Integer Programming problem.

5.1

Variables

We consider two types of variables: variables to describe the model elements and
variables to describe the configuration settings, which are our decision variables.
These decision variables are related to the configuration of functions and the configuration of connectors.
All elements in the C-EPC have a frequency.
(1)

∀x ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C ∪ A : freq x ∈ N
A configurable function can be configured ON, OFF or OPT.
∀f ∈ F C : conf f ∈ {ON , OFF , OPT }

(2)

All configurable connectors can be mapped onto a concrete connector within CT,
provided that the concrete connector is more specific than the configurable connector (cf. partial ordering in Definition 6). Moreover, if l C (c) = SEQn , then n should
be in the preset (for join connectors) or in the postset (for split connectors).
∀c ∈ C C : conf c ∈ {x ∈ CT |x ≤C l(c) ∧
(3)
C
if l (c) ∈ CTS and c ∈ CJ , there exists an n ∈ •c such that x = SEQn ∧
if lC (c) ∈ CTS and c ∈ CS , there exists an n ∈ c • such that x = SEQn }
We assume that the EPCs are sound, i.e. meet the following three requirements: (i) for
each case that is represented in the start event, one and only one representation exists (eventually) in the end event, (ii) when the representation of a case appears in the end event, there
is no other representation of this case present in the EPC, and (iii) for each function in the
EPC it is possible to move from the start event to a situation in which this function can be
executed. Furthermore we assume that the frequency profiles represent complete cases, i.e.
the frequency profile does not contain any noise.
4
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5.2

Constraints

We consider several groups of constraints: constraints related to functions, constraints related to concrete, non-configurable connectors (AND, OR and XOR)
and to configurable nodes that have been configured (SEQ-, AND-, OR- or XORconfigurations). In this subsection, we show the constraints related to functions and
we show how we derived the constraints related to XOR-connectors and XORconfigurations. A complete overview of constraints can be found in appendix A.

5.2.1

Constraints related to functions

All configurable and non-configurable functions have a frequency as recorded in
the frequency profile FP.
(4)

∀f ∈ dom(FP ) : freq f = FP (f )

An arc ending in a function has a frequency that is equal to the frequency of the arc
starting from that function.
∀f ∈ F ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ A, (y1 = x2 = f ) : freq (x1 ,y1 ) = freq (x2 ,y2 )

(x1,y1)

f

(5)

(x2,y2)

Fig. 13. Illustration of equation 5

All arcs starting or ending in a non-configurable function or event have a frequency
that equals the frequency of that function or event.
∀x ∈ (F \F C ) ∪ E ∀(y, z) ∈ A, x ∈ {y, z} : freq (y,z) = freq x

(y,z)

x

x

(6)

(y,z)

Fig. 14. Two illustrations of equation 6

All arcs starting or ending in a configurable function that has been configured ON,
have a frequency that equals the frequency of that function.
∀f ∈ F C ∀(x, y) ∈ A, f ∈ {x, y} : conf f = ON ⇒ freq (x,y) = freq f
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(7)

All arcs starting or ending in a configurable function that has been configured OPT,
have a frequency that is greater than or equal to the frequency of that function.
∀f ∈ F C ∀(x, y) ∈ A, f ∈ {x, y} : conf f = OPT ⇒ freq (x,y) ≥ freq f

(8)

A configurable function that has been configured OFF, has a frequency 0.
(9)

∀f ∈ F C : conf f = OFF ⇒ freq f = 0
(x,y)

f

f

(x,y)

Fig. 15. Two illustrations of equations 7, 8 and 9

5.2.2

Constraints related to concrete XOR-connectors

A non-configurable XOR-connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the
frequencies of all arcs staring from that XOR-connector.
∀c ∈ C\C C , l(c) = XOR :

X

(10)

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
x=c

A non-configurable XOR-connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the
frequencies of all arcs ending in that XOR-connector.
∀c ∈ {C\C C |l(c) = XOR} :

X

(11)

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
y=c

(x,y)

(x,y)
X

X
c

c

Fig. 16. Illustrations of equation 10 (left) and equation 11 (right)

5.2.3

Constraints related to XOR-configurations

Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
XOR, this connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the frequencies of each
of the arcs starting from that connector.
∀c ∈ C C : conf c = XOR ⇒

X

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
x=c
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(12)

Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
XOR, this connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the frequencies of each
of the arcs ending in that connector.
∀c ∈ C C : conf c = XOR ⇒

X

(13)

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
y=c

(x,y)

(x,y)
conf c =XOR

?

?
c

conf c=XOR
c

Fig. 17. Illustrations of equation 12 (left) and equation 13 (right)

5.3

Objective function

Up to now, we have formulated the system variables and the decision variables,
which enabled us to formulate the constraints of our Integer Programming problem.
In this subsection, we define the objective function.
As outlined in Section 4.3, the resulting EPC should be as specific as possible, still
meeting the requirements of the C-EPC and the frequency profile. Furthermore,
if possible, we prefer configuration of connectors over configuration of functions.
The objective function can now be formulated as: minimize the sum of the objective
function due to the configuration of all configurable connectors and the objective
function due to the configuration of all configurable functions. Based on the ideas of
Section 4.3 for the configuration of functions and connectors, the resulting objective
function is formulated as follows:
Minimize:




100 (conf f = OP T )


X 

1 (conf f = OF F ) +

f ∈F C








0 (conf f = ON )




2 (conf c = OR)






X  1 (conf c = AN D)

c∈C C




1 (conf c = XOR)





 0 (otherwise)

(14)

Note that to avoid the configuration of functions to OPT as much as possible, we
assigned a weight of 100. In situations with a trade-off between configurations with
OR/ON combinations at one hand and configurations with AND/OPT combinations
on the other hand, we enforce the first combination.
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5.4

Further steps to define the IP-problem

In the previous subsections, we made some steps to show that finding the best
configuration for a given C-EPC and frequency profile can be considered an Integer
Programming problem. To be able to use Integer Programming software, we need
a number of additional variables. This is necessary because we used three types of
constructs that are not allowed in Integer Programming:
(1) ∃-constructions (for AND-connectors and AND-configurations);
(2) ⇒-constructions (for configurable nodes);
(3) {-constructions (in the objective function).
However, with the help of additional variables, each of these constructs can be
reformulated into allowed IP-constructions [30]. Such a translation is rather verbose
and mechanical; therefore we omit this step.
5.5

Example

In the previous subsections we formulated the derivation of a configuration based
on a C-EPC and frequency profile in such a way that it can be considered an Integer Programming problem. In this subsection, we show this approach for a concrete
example. Consider the C-EPC shown in Figure 9 and frequency profile FP(f A ) =
100, FP(fB ) = 40, FP(fC ) = 60 and F P (fD = 80). The C-EPC consists of three
functions, of which f3 is configurable, and of 4 connectors, of which c2 and c3 are
configurable. The corresponding Integer Programming problem is defined as follows (for explanation of the variables and constraints in this example, see appendix
B).

min





 100 (conf f = OPT )

X 

1 (conf f = OFF ) +

f ∈F C











 2 (conf c = OR)




 1 (conf = AND)
X 
c

c∈C C

0 (conf f = ON )

s.t. freq fA = FP (fA ) = 100
freq fB = FP (fB ) = 40
freq fC = FP (fC ) = 60
freq fD = FP (fD ) = 80
freq (e0 ,fA ) = freq (fA ,e1 )
freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq (fB ,c3 )
freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq (fC ,c3 )
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1 (conf c = XOR)





 0 (otherwise)

freq (c1 ,fD ) = freq (fD ,c4 )
freq e0 = freq (e0 ,fA )
freq (e0 ,fA ) = freq fA
freq fA = freq (fA ,e1 )
freq (fA ,e1 ) = freq e1
freq e1 = freq (e1 ,c1 )
freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq fB
freq fB = freq (fB ,c3 )
freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq fC
freq fC = freq (fC ,c3 )
freq (c4 ,e2 ) = freq e2 )
conf fD = OFF ⇒ freq fD = 0
conf fD = OPT ⇒ freq fD ≤ freq (c1 ,fD )
conf fD = ON ⇒ freq fD = freq (c1 ,fD )
freq (e1 ,c1 ) ≥ freq c1
freq (e1 ,c1 ) = freq c1
freq c1 = freq (c1 ,c2 )
freq c1 = freq (c1 ,fD )
freq (fD ,c4 ) ≥ freq c4 ∧ freq (c3 ,c4 ) = freq c4
freq (c3 ,c4 ) = freq c4 ∨ freq (fD ,c4 ) = freq c4
conf c2 = SEQfB ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq c2
conf c2 = SEQfC ⇒ freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq c2
conf c2 = SEQfB ⇒ freq (c2 ,fC ) = 0
conf c2 = SEQfC ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) = 0
conf c2 = SEQfB ⇒ freq (c1 ,c2 ) = freq (c2 ,fB )
conf c2 = SEQfC ⇒ freq (c1 ,c2 ) = freq (c2 ,fC )
conf c3 = SEQfB ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = freq c3
conf c3 = SEQfC ⇒ freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq c3
conf c3 = SEQfB ⇒ freq (fC ,c3 ) = 0
conf c3 = SEQfC ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = 0
conf c3 = SEQfB ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = freq (c3 ,c4 )
conf c3 = SEQfC ⇒ freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq (c3 ,c4 )
conf c2 = AND ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq c2 ∧ freq (c2 ,fC ) 6= freq c2
conf c3 = AND ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) ≥ freq c3 ∧ freq (fC ,c3 ) ≥ freq c3
conf c3 = AND ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = freq c3 ∨ freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq c3
conf c2 = XOR ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) + freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq c2
conf c3 = XOR ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) + freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq c3
conf c2 = OR ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) + freq (c2 ,fC ) ≥ freq c2
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conf c3 = OR ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) + freq (fC ,c2 ) ≥ freq c3
conf c2 = OR ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) ≤ freq c2 ∧ freq (c2 ,fC ) ≤ freq c2
conf c3 = OR ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) ≤ freq c3 ∧ freq (fC ,c3 ) ≤ freq c3

In this example, the solution of the system of equations is conf fD = OPT , conf c2 ∈
{OR, XOR} and conf c3 ∈ {OR, XOR}. It is easy to verify that conffD = OPT ,
confc2 = XOR and confc3 = XOR is the solution of this Integer Programming
problem.

6 Mining C-EPCs: From EPC-Max to C-EPC
Process mining from incomplete logs appears to be within reach, as we have shown
in the previous sections, provided that a reference model is available. In our approach, we took configurable reference models as a starting point because the system it is representing is configurable as well. From a conceptual viewpoint reference models of configurable ERP systems should indeed be configurable. In practice, these models are not configurable yet and can still be characterized as upper
bound or maximal process models. The second step in our process mining research
takes this traditional reference model, an EPC-Max, as a starting point. Additionally we have one particular log, i.e. a frequency profile that shows the frequency
that particular process steps have been executed. This process results in a configurable EPC and a configuration that fits the log (see Section 6.1). It is evident that
the resulting C-EPC and configuration depend on this only log and probably are
different when based on another log or multiple logs. This step is elaborated in
Section 6.2.
6.1

Deriving ‘a’ C-EPC

Although the application of non-configurable reference models representing configurable systems is current practice, this is not an ideal situation. In this section,
we show an approach to mine a system based on an incomplete log and a nonconfigurable reference model. The result is, of course, the actual process model.
As an intermediary step we use the notion of configurable process models, which
additionally results in a useful spin-off: the configurable reference model.
Problem 2 Consider a frequency profile FP ∈ (F → N ) and an EPC EPC=
(E,F,C,l,A). Find a C-EPC CEPC = (E, F, C, l, A, F C , C C , OC ,RC , GC ) and a
configuration l C ∈ (F C → ON , OFF , OPT ) ∪ (C C → CT ) such that the frequency profile, the C-EPC and the configuration match.
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6.1.1

Approach

When mining a process model from an EPC-Max, we start with an intermediary
step to find the C-EPC. This may seem to be a step backwards, however, we will
demonstrate that the approach developed in Section 4 is also applicable for this
type of process mining. Furthermore, we can use the derived configurable reference
model as well because it better represents the configurable system than the other
reference model did.
We first define the term flexible EPC, this is a C-EPC that resembles the EPC completely, however, all concrete connectors are mapped onto their configurable counterparts and all functions are changed into configurable ones.
Definition 12 (flexible EPC) Let EPC=(E,F,C,l,A). Then flex(EPC) = (E 0 , F 0 , C 0 ,
l0 , A0 , F C , C C , OC ) with E 0 = E, F 0 = F, C 0 = C, l0 = l, A0 = A, F C = F, C C =
C, OC = O.
We use flexible EPCs as an intermediary result for our mining approach. Recall that
this approach included two steps: the matching function and the objective function.
The function match is used to decide whether a particular configuration, C-EPC
(in this case flex(EPC)) and frequency profile match and the objective function to
decide for all matching configurations which configuration fits best.
6.1.2

Example

In Figure 18, a simple EPC-Max containing a XOR connector and three frequency
profiles are depicted. Frequency profile A is a log of an enterprise that only manufactured product B, frequency profile B is a log of an enterprise that only manufactured product C, whereas frequency profile C is a log of an enterprise that
manufactured product B and C, but not in the same production order.
The first step is transform this EPC-Max (left-hand side of Figure 19) into a flexible
EPC (right-hand side of Figure 19).
The second step is to find all matching configurations. With reference to Definition
6, the XOR C -connector can be configured XOR, or SEQ. Since we departed from
a XOR-connector in the EPC-Max, at this point we choose to stick to l C (c1 ) =
(XOR, XOR) and lC (c2 ) = (XOR, XOR) and we come back on this in the next
subsection.
With respect to the functions, we see the following alternatives:
• For frequency profile A, functions A, B and D can be non-configurable, and
if configurable these may be configured ON or OPT. Function C may also be
configured OFF.
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Task
A
B
C
D

FP-A
100
100
0
100

FP-B
100
0
100
100

Order
received

FP-C
140
100
40
140

A

Check order

X

Product C
required

Product B
required

Manufacture
product B

B

Manufacture
product C

C

Product C
available

Product B
available

X
D

Deliver order

Order
delivered

Fig. 18. Example of an EPC-Max reference model and three alternative frequency profiles

• For frequency profile B, functions A, C and D can be non-configurable, and
if configurable these may be configured ON or OPT. Function B may also be
configured OFF.
• For frequency profile C, all functions can be non-configurable, and if configurable these may be configured ON or OPT.
1

1

A

A

X

X

2

3

2

3

B

C

B

C

4

5

4

5

X

X

D

D

6

6
flexible EPC

concrete EPC

Fig. 19. From EPC to flexible C-EPC
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It is easy to verify that match(flex(EPC),l C ,FP-A) = true for the configurations in
Table 4.
lC

lC (A)

lC (c1 )

lC (B)

lC (C)

lC (c2 )

lC (D)

Objective function

1

ON

XOR

ON

ON

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+0+0+1+0=2

2

ON

XOR

ON

ON

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+0+0+1+100=102

3

ON

XOR

ON

OPT

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+0+100+1+0=102

4

ON

XOR

ON

OPT

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+0+100+1+100=202

5

ON

XOR

ON

OFF

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+0+1+1+0=3

6

ON

XOR

ON

OFF

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+0+1+1+100=103

7

ON

XOR

OPT

ON

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+100+0+1+0=102

8

ON

XOR

OPT

ON

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+100+0+1+100=202

9

ON

XOR

OPT

OPT

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+100+100+1+0=202

10

ON

XOR

OPT

OPT

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+100+100+1+100=302

11

ON

XOR

OPT

OFF

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+100+1+1+0=103

12

ON

XOR

OPT

OFF

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+100+1+1+100=203

13

OPT

XOR

ON

ON

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+0+0+1+0=102

14

OPT

XOR

ON

ON

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+0+0+1+100=202

15

OPT

XOR

ON

OPT

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+0+100+1+0=202

16

OPT

XOR

ON

OPT

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+0+100+1+100=302

17

OPT

XOR

ON

OFF

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+0+1+1+0=103

18

OPT

XOR

ON

OFF

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+0+1+1+100=203

19

OPT

XOR

OPT

ON

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+100+0+1+0=202

20

OPT

XOR

OPT

ON

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+100+0+1+100=302

21

OPT

XOR

OPT

OPT

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+100+100+1+0=302

22

OPT

XOR

OPT

OPT

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+100+100+1+100=402

23

OPT

XOR

OPT

OFF

XOR

ON

⇒

0+1+100+1+1+0=203

24

OPT

XOR

OPT

OFF

XOR

OPT

⇒

0+1+100+1+1+100=303

Table 4
Configurations for the flex(EPC) in Figure 19 and frequency profile FP-A

The third step is to calculate the objective function. The results for frequency profile
A are summarized in the rightmost column of Table 4, for frequency profiles B and
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C this can be done in the same way. For all frequency profiles we see that the
(XOR, XOR) configuration with all functions configured ON fits best.
Our last step in deriving a definitive C-EPC is to consider whether configurable
nodes should remain configurable; i.e. configurable functions that are always ON
become normal functions and connectors that are mapped onto their identity connector become concrete connectors. All other nodes need to be configurable. Since
only one frequency profile is available, after this step indeed no configurable connectors exist.

6.1.3

Further restriction of the C-EPC

The above outlined approach is applicable for decisions that are made at runtime,
or at least for frequency profiles from which we cannot conclude that a decision
is made at runtime or at configuration time. However, there is an important class
of frequency profiles that shows that the decision appears to be made at configuration time. In case a frequency profile is (co-incidently?) more specific than the
concrete connector in the EPC-max required (in our example in case of frequency
profile A), it is possible to further restrict the flex(EPC) to determine a C-EPC,
while still preserving the match condition. This is called ‘overfitting’. This step introduces two questions: (1) what is the scope of the EPC-max, the reference model
we started from, and (2) what is de scope of the C-EPC, the reference model that
we are deriving. The answer on the first question can very well be a broad scope,
e.g., all organizations that might use a SAP solution. The answer on the second
question very much depends on the scope of our modelling domain, e.g. a particular branch of industry or only all business units in our company. It is clear that this
step requires additional information and cannot be performed automatically.
If we decide to allow further restrictions as described above, we have to pay special
attention to (partial) C-EPCs that might include SEQ n solutions, because SEQ n is
merely a configuration setting instead of a connector type. Basically we have three
alternatives:
• The node remains configurable (XORC ) and the configuration setting is SEQn ;
• Although SEQn is a configuration instead of a connector type, we admit concrete
SEQn connectors;
• If possible, the connector is removed and the graph structure might change.
We use alternative 1 in our approach, because alternative 2 introduces a new node
type which is not necessary and alternative 3 complicates the derivation of C-EPCs
based on multiple logs. Consequently, this approach may result in one configurable
connector (XOR C ) which is configured SEQ n .
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6.1.4

Summary

If we want to determine a C-EPC and configuration based on an EPC-max and a
frequency profile, we go through the following steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
6.2

transform the EPC-max into a flexible C-EPC
find all matching configurations
minimize the objective function
restrict the resulting C-EPC if possible
From EPC-Max to ‘the’ C-EPC

The mining process can very well be based on a single log; in practice, however,
also a number of logs may be available. These logs may come from the same company but covering another period of time, or these may come from other business
units or even from competing businesses. The scope of the configurable reference
model being developed is dependent on the origin of the set of logs. In case of
multiple logs of one particular company, the accuracy of the reference model will
increase, in case of multiple logs of competitors, the scope of the reference model
will be enlarged.
Problem 3 Consider a set of frequency profiles and an EPC EPC=(E,F,C,l,A).
Find a C-EPC CEPC = (E, F, C, l, A, F C , C C , OC , RC , GC ) and a configuration
lC ∈ (F C → ON , OFF , OPT ) ∪ (C C → CT ) such that the frequency profiles,
the C-EPC and the configurations match.
The third step in our research also takes the traditional reference model, an EPCMax, as a starting point. Additionally we have a set of logs, i.e. frequency profiles.
This process results in a configurable EPC and a configuration that fits all logs.
It is evident that the resulting EPC and configuration depend on this set of logs.
Although it is more likely to be the correct C-EPC than when based on one particular log, the result may be different when based on another class of logs. For
example, the set of logs may originate from a number of business units within an
enterprise, but also from a number of enterprises within a particular industry sector
(e.g. utilities, automotive, etc.) or across industry sectors.
6.2.1

Searching for the C-EPC

Starting from an EPC-Max containing a (concrete) XOR connector and two logs
(frequency profiles), we are constructing a C-EPC that fits both logs. Consider the
EPC and frequency profiles A and B of Figure 18. In Section 6.1 we have shown
that FP-A results in the C-EPC at the left part of Figure 20 and for FP-B at the
middle part of Figure 20. Intuitively this results in a combined C-EPC that is shown
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at the right part of Figure 20.
1

1

A

A

XOR

XOR

1
XORC->
SEQ2

A

XORC->
SEQ3

XOR

2

3

2

3

2

3

B

C

B

C

B

C

4

5

4

5

4

5

XOR

XOR

D

D

6

6

6

EPC based
on FP-A

EPC based
on FP-B

EPC based on
FP-A and FP-B

XOR
XORC->
SEQ4

C

D

XOR ->
SEQ5

Fig. 20. Aggregation of C-EPCs

6.2.2

Approach to derive ‘the’ C-EPC

To derive a C-EPC that fits n logs, we use the approach for 1 log (see Section 6.1)
and apply this n times. The result is a set of C-EPCs that can be analyzed with
respect to differences in configuration settings. In case of a difference between two
C-EPCs, the least common multiple is chosen. Again we start with connectors, and
within the configuration of connectors we configure the functions. Note that we
assume that the C-EPCs have the same graph structure.
The least common multiple for two connectors is based on the idea it should be
as specific as possible on the one hand, and cover the scope of both connectors
on the other hand. For example, for two OR-nodes this results in a new OR-node;
a XOR-node and a SEQ-node result in a XOR C -node, and an AND-node and a
XOR-node result in a OR C -node. Note that if we combine a XOR and a SEQ, you
want to keep the information that other SEQ(s) may never be an option
The least common multiple for functions is defined the same way. If two functions have the same configurations, the common multiple is equal to this. If the
configuration of two functions is different, the least common multiple is F with
lC (F ) ∈ {ON , OPT , OFF }. The least common multiple for connectors and functions is depicted in Figure 21.
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OR C

XOR C

F

AND C

XOR

OR

F

AND

F
lc =OPT

F
lc =OFF

Fig. 21. Least common multiple for connectors and functions

6.2.3

Summary

Summarizing, if we want to determine a C-EPC based on an EPC and n frequency
profiles FP1 -FPn , we apply the approach for one log n times, and merge the results
by calculating the least common multiple for the resulting C-EPCs and configurations. This results in the following approach:
(1) transform the EPC in a flexible C-EPC
(2) for each FP:
• find all matching configurations
• minimize the objective function
• restrict the resulting C-EPC
(3) determine the least common multiple for the set of C-EPCs

7 Related work
The work described in this paper has been inspired by process mining from event
logs [6,8,11,17–20,28,29,40–42,46–48]. The basic idea was to test the process mining techniques developed in workflow and case-handling environments in a more
general enterprise information systems environment. We found that in general not
all requirements for process mining were met, i.e. (i) each event refers to an activity, (ii) each event refers to a case, and (iii) events are totally ordered. Apart from
process mining tools and techniques, we considered Social Network Analysis [10]
and its implications for mining Social Networks from event logs [5]. This approach
is based on the same requirements as process mining, and additionally requires that
each event refers to a performer. For the same reasons, this approach is a good
source for inspiration, but in its current form not generally applicable for mining
enterprise information systems.
We have high expectations of mining enterprise information systems from a business perspective since it may contribute to (re)configuration and upgrades of such
systems at one hand, and it allows for process performance analysis on the other
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hand.
In the area of (re)configuration and upgrading of ERP systems, a lot work has
been done with respect to reference models in general [12] and related to particular ERP systems [15,45]. Furthermore, we already addressed the requirements to
have more intuitive, executable and configurable business process models as described in [36,31,35]. Such reference models are very helpful to mine Enteprise
Systems in case event logs as described before are not available.
In the area of performance analysis, two types of analysis should be distinguished:
analysis based on descriptive models and analysis based on how processes are actually executed. Analysis based on descriptive models can be done, e.g., by making
use of mathematical models or simulation models. However, any approach based
on descriptive models lack sufficient feedback from real life. On the latter subject
we already discussed two tools: Reverse Business Engineer [38,32] and ARIS Process Performance Manager [21]. Both tools have limitations with respect to process
mining: these tools still require process knowledge prior to application of the tool,
whereas our approach only requires existence of standard reference models. To the
knowledge of the authors, no academic publications in this area are available yet.

8 Conclusions and further research
8.1

Conclusions

This paper proposes a solution for process mining from incomplete system logs.
Existing mining approaches can be applied when an event log is composed of at
least a combination of case-ids and task-ids. In this paper, we discussed how process mining can be applied if this combination of case-ids and task-ids is not available.
The approach that we followed is based on the frequency that a particular transaction has been executed, recorded in a frequency log. Additionally we make use of
existing reference models, especially Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) and the
configurable couterpart (C-EPCs).
First we elaborated the idea to derive a configuration of the reference model based
on a C-EPC and a frequency profile. To be able to do so, we defined the function
match to decide whether a C-EPC, a configuration and a frequency profile match,
and we defined the objective function to decide which of the matching configurations fits best.
In the approach to decide whether C-EPC, configuration and frequency profile
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match, the (C)-EPC is considered to be a graph consisting of different nodes; each
node and each arc have a frequency. Subsequently we consider a system of equations generated by the arcs, making use of the characteristics of nodes (e.g. ‘an arc
ending in a function has a frequency that is equal to the frequency of the arc starting from that function’ or ‘a XOR-node has a frequency that equals the sum of the
frequencies of all arcs staring from that XOR-node’).
The function match can be applied on the (finite) set of possible configurations and
results in the set of configurations that match with the particular frequency profile.
The objective function yields the configuration that matches the frequency profile
best.
The approach that we followed (find all solutions of a system of equations and then
minimize a particular objective function) can be performed in one step by making
use of Integer Programming techniques. This has an additional advantage since
standard software for solving Integer Programming problems is generally available.
From a conceptual viewpoint reference models of configurable systems should be
configurable. In practice, these models are not configurable yet and can be characterized as upper bound or maximal process model. Therefore, the second step in
our research takes a frequency profile and a traditional reference model as a starting
point.
We showed that we can re-use our approach to find the best matching configuration based on the function match, the objective function and Integer Programming
techniques. To be able to do so, we need one step in advance, to transform the EPC
into a C-EPC. This step results in a configuration, from which we can derive the
process model. Additionally we should restrict the C-EPC as much as possible, to
be able to reuse the C-EPC as a configurable reference model.
To improve the quality of the derived reference model, the derivation should be
based on a number of frequency profiles, in stead of the one log that we used up
to now. If we take this into account, we can follow the same approach for each of
the frequency profiles, and then determine the least common multiple for the set of
C-EPCs.
8.2

Further research

Dependent on the type of system subject to study and the way a particular system
has been designed and structured, the approach how to mine the system, may differ. This is caused by the fact that different system designs may lead to different
ways to store data. And relevant for process mining, this may or may not allow for
the derivation of relations between these data. In this paper we elaborated mining
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from incomplete logs, making use of configurable reference models. In general, the
following phases can be distinguished:
(1) Traditional form of mining assuming a log with case id-s rather than function
frequencies. (M1)
(2) Mining based on an EPC-Max and a log allowing for the derivation of function
frequencies, resulting in an EPC augmented with frequencies (i.e., functions
with frequency zero are greyed out). (M2)
(3) Mining based on an EPC-Max and a log allowing for the derivation of function
frequencies, resulting in a C-EPC and a configuration which fits the log. (M3)
(4) Mining based on an EPC-Max and several logs allowing for the derivation of
function frequencies, resulting in a C-EPC and a configuration for each log.
Note that this allows for the derivation of requirements/guidelines. (M4)
(5) Mining based on an EPC-Max and several logs allowing for the derivation of
function frequencies and including meta data, resulting in a C-EPC, a configuration for each log, and requirements/guidelines taking the meta data into
account. (M5)
(6) Mining based on a C-EPC and a log allowing for the derivation of function
frequencies, resulting in a configuration which fits the log. (M6)
Phases M1 and M2 are current practice already. In this paper, we elaborated three
other phases. Section 6.1 contributes to M3, Section 6.2 contributes to M4 and Section 4 to M6. Further research should be done to improve the C-EPC by making
use of meta data and resulting in an C-EPC accompanied by guidelines and requirements. Additionally we need further research for process mining in other ERP
systems or other modelling methods. This may require conversion of the developed
approach to the new situation, or may require a completely new approach.
The approach discussed in this paper is working for the examples as illustrated in
Section 5.5 and the appendix. For real-life examples we have to elaborate the Integer Programming problem in such a way that we can use standard Integer Programming software tools. Therefore, we are building software to convert the following
constructions to the standard Integer Programming constructions:
(1) ∃-constructions (for AND-connectors and AND-configurations);
(2) ⇒-constructions (for configurable nodes);
(3) {-constructions (in the objective function).
A second issue that we have to tackle when implementing our approach for reallife examples is the existence of noise: differences in frequencies that cannot be
explained by the number of cases alone. Such differences may occur as an effect
of the measuring period, when some functions are and some functions are not yet
executed for a particular case. Differences may also occur because of noise or contamination in the actual process. To be able to analyze the data in our approach
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we could introduce a threshold value of say 5%, which means that we consider
a value range [x+5%,x-5%] when we find a frequency x. Further research should
reveal the correct functioning of this method. To be able to do so, we first need to
test our approach on real-life cases and then compare the results with the results of
conventional methods such as interviews and workshops.
To conclude our program of further research, we like to research the type of logs
in current enterprise information systems. In workflow management and case handling systems, we typically found event logs with events referring to both case’s
and tasks, and frequently also referring to performer, task type or time stamp. In
these systems logging on the level of business process allows for business process
management. For the type of logs described in this paper, this is not the case, and
we developed a solution based on the characteristics of these systems. We made
the choice to elaborate on EPCs and CEPCs because we had access to the SAP
reference models which are represented by EPCs, and also because SAP is market
leader for ERP software. However, in the US for example, SAP does not dominate the market and therefore we will extent our research to other ERP software.
We realize that other types of system logs may have different characteristics, and
also that these may change over time. We aim to analyze the underlying business
processes, regardless of the type of system logs.

A Constraints for the Integer Programming problem

In Section 5 we formulated the integer programming problem enabling us to mine
processes from incomplete system logs. First we defined the variables and then defined how to derive the constraints. In this appendix we provide a compete overview
of all constraints: constraints related to functions, constraints related to concrete,
non-configurable connectors (AND, OR and XOR) and to configurable nodes that
have been configured (SEQ-, AND-, OR- or XOR-configurations).

A.1 Constraints related to functions

All configurable and non-configurable functions have a frequency as recorded in
the frequency profile FP.
(A.1)

∀f ∈ dom(FP ) : freq f = FP (f )
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An arc ending in a function has a frequency that is equal to the frequency of the arc
starting from that function.
∀f ∈ F ∀(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) ∈ A, (y1 = x2 = f ) : freq (x1 ,y1 ) = freq (x2 ,y2 ) (A.2)
(x1,y1)

f

(x2,y2)

Fig. A.1. Illustration of equation A.2

All arcs starting or ending in a non-configurable function or event have a frequency
that equals the frequency of that function or event.
∀x ∈ (F \F C ) ∪ E ∀(y, z) ∈ A, x ∈ {y, z} : freq (y,z) = freq x
(y,z)

x

x

(A.3)

(y,z)

Fig. A.2. Two illustrations of equation A.3

All arcs starting or ending in a configurable function that has been configured ON,
have a frequency that equals the frequency of that function.
∀f ∈ F C ∀(x, y) ∈ A, f ∈ {x, y} : conf f = ON ⇒ freq (x,y) = freq f

(A.4)

All arcs starting or ending in a configurable function that has been configured OPT,
have a frequency that is greater than or equal to the frequency of that function.
∀f ∈ F C ∀(x, y) ∈ A, f ∈ {x, y} : conf f = OPT ⇒ freq (x,y) ≥ freq f (A.5)
A configurable function that has been configured OFF, has a frequency 0.
(A.6)

∀f ∈ F C : conf f = OFF ⇒ freq f = 0
(x,y)

f

f

(x,y)

Fig. A.3. Two illustrations of equations A.4, A.5 and A.6

A.2 Constraints related to concrete AND-connectors
A non-configurable AND-connector has a frequency that equals the frequency of
each of the arcs starting from that AND-connector.
∀c ∈ C\C C , l(c) = AND ∀(x, y) ∈ A, x = c : freq (x,y) = freq c
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(A.7)

A non-configurable AND-connector has a frequency that is less than or equal to
the frequency of each of the arcs ending in that AND-connector, and equals the
frequency of at least one of the arcs ending in that AND-connector.
∀c ∈ C\C C , l(c) = AND ∀(x, y) ∈ A, y = c : freq (x,y) ≥ freq c

(A.8)

∀c ∈ C\C C , l(c) = AND ∃(x, y) ∈ A, y = c : freq (x,y) = freq c

(A.9)

(x,y)

(x,y)

V

V
c

c

Fig. A.4. Illustrations of equation A.7 (left) and equations A.8 and A.9 (right)

A.3 Constraints related to concrete XOR-connectors
A non-configurable XOR-connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the
frequencies of all arcs staring from that XOR-connector.
∀c ∈ C\C C , l(c) = XOR :

X

(A.10)

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
x=c

A non-configurable XOR-connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the
frequencies of all arcs ending in that XOR-connector.
∀c ∈ {C\C C |l(c) = XOR} :

X

(A.11)

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
y=c

(x,y)

(x,y)
X

X
c

c

Fig. A.5. Illustrations of equation A.10 (left) and equation A.11 (right)

A.4 Constraints related to concrete OR-connectors
A non-configurable OR connector has a frequency that is less than or equal to the
sum of the frequencies of each of the arcs ending in, respectively starting from that
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OR-connector.
∀c ∈ C\C C , l(c) = OR :

X

(A.12)

freq (x,y) ≥ freq c

(x,y)∈A
c∈{x,y}

A non-configurable OR-connector has a frequency that is greater than or equal to
the frequency of each of the arcs ending in, respectively starting from that ORconnector.
(A.13)

∀c ∈ C\C C , l(c) = OR ∀(x, y) ∈ A, c ∈ {x, y} : freq (x,y) ≤ freq c

(x,y)

(x,y)
V

V

c

c

Fig. A.6. Illustrations of equations A.12 and A.13

A.5 Constraints related to SEQx -configurations
A connector that has been configured SEQx , has a frequency that is equal to the
frequency of the arc starting from that connector and ending in node x.
∀c ∈ C C , x ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C, (c, x) ∈ A : conf c = SEQ x ⇒ freq (c,x) = freq c (A.14)
An arc starting from a connector that has been configured SEQx and ending in any
other node than x has a frequency 0.
∀c ∈ C C , x ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C, (c, x) ∈ A ∀y ∈ c•, y 6= x :
conf c = SEQ x ⇒ freq (c,y) = 0

(A.15)

An arc starting from any node and ending in a connector that has been configured
SEQx has a frequency equal to the frequency of that connector.
∀c ∈ C C , x ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C, (c, x) ∈ A ∀z ∈ •c :
conf c = SEQ x ⇒ freq (z,c) = freq c
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(A.16)

A connector that has been configured SEQx , has a frequency that is equal to the
frequency of the arc starting from node x and ending in that connector.
∀c ∈ C C , x ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C, (x, c) ∈ A : conf c = SEQx ⇒ freq (x,c) = freq c (A.17)
An arc ending in a connector that has been configured SEQx and starting from any
other node than x has a frequency 0.
(A.18)

∀c ∈ C C , x ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C, (x, c) ∈ A ∀y ∈ •c, y 6= x :
conf c = SEQx ⇒ freq (y,c) = 0

An arc starting from a connector that has been configured SEQx and ending in any
node has a frequency equal to the frequency of that connector.
(A.19)

∀c ∈ C C , x ∈ E ∪ F ∪ C, (x, c) ∈ A ∀z ∈ c• :
conf c = SEQx ⇒ freq (c,z) = freq c

(z,c)

conf c=SEQ x

(x,c)

(c,x)

?

conf c=SEQ x
?

(c,z)

(y,c)

(c,y)

Fig. A.7. Illustrations of equations A.14, A.15 and A.16 (left) and equations A.17, A.18
and A.19 (right)

A.6 Constraints related to AND-configurations
Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
AND, this connector has a frequency that equals the frequency of each of the arcs
starting from that connector.
∀c ∈ C C , (x, y) ∈ A, x = c : conf c = AND ⇒ freq (x,y) = freq c

(A.20)

Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
AND, this connector has a frequency that less than or equal to the frequency of
each of the arcs ending in that connector.
∀c ∈ C C , (x, y) ∈ A, y = c : conf c = AND ⇒ freq (x,y) ≥ freq c

(A.21)

∀c ∈ C C ∃(x, y) ∈ A, y = c : confc = AND ⇒ freq (x,y) = freq c

(A.22)
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(x,y)

(x,y)
conf c=AND

?

?
c

c

confc=AND

Fig. A.8. Illustrations of equation A.20 (left) and equations A.21 and A.22 (right)

A.7 Constraints related to XOR-configurations
Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
XOR, this connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the frequencies of each
of the arcs starting from that connector.
∀c ∈ C C : conf c = XOR ⇒

X

(A.23)

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
x=c

Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
XOR, this connector has a frequency that equals the sum of the frequencies of each
of the arcs ending in that connector.
∀c ∈ C C : conf c = XOR ⇒

X

(A.24)

freq (x,y) = freq c

(x,y)∈A
y=c

(x,y)

(x,y)
conf c =XOR

?

?
c

conf c=XOR
c

Fig. A.9. Illustrations of equation A.23 (left) and equation A.24 (right)

A.8 Constraints related to OR-configurations
Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
OR, this connector has a frequency that is less than or equal to the sum of the
frequencies of each of the arcs ending in , respectively starting from that connector.
∀c ∈ C C : conf c = OR ⇒

X

freq (x,y) ≥ freq c

(A.25)

(x,y)∈A
c∈{x,y}

Consider a configurable connector. If this connector has been configured a concrete
OR, this connector has a frequency that is greater than or equal to the frequency of
each of the arcs ending in , respectively starting from that connector.
∀c ∈ C C , (x, y) ∈ A, c ∈ {x, y} : conf c = OR ⇒ freq (x,y) ≤ freq c
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(A.26)

(x,y)

(x,y)
conf c =OR

?

?
c

l(c)=OR
c

Fig. A.10. Illustrations of equations A.25 and A.26

B Example Integer Programming problem
In Section 5.5 we defined the Integer Programming problem for the C-EPC shown
in Figure 9 and the frequency profile FP(fA ) = 100, FP(fB ) = 40, FP(fC ) = 60 and
FP(fD = 80). In this appendix we explain which variables and constraints have been
applied, and we define the solution space and the solution. The references refer to
the equations in Section 5.
B.1 Variables
B.1.1 Variables related to frequencies (equation 1)
•
•
•
•

For events: freq e0 , freq e1 , freq e2 ∈ N
For functions: freq fA , freq fB , freq fC , freq fD ∈ N
For connectors: freq c1 , freq c2 , freq c3 , freq c4 ∈ N
For arcs: freq (e0 ,fA ) , freq (fA ,e1 ) , freq (e1 ,c1 ) , freq (c1 ,c2 ) , freq (c2 ,fB ) , freq (c2 ,fC ) ,
freq (fB ,c3 ) , freq (fC ,c3 ) , freq (c3 ,c4 ) , freq (c1 ,fD ) , freq (fD ,c4 ) , freq (c4 ,e2 )

B.1.2 Variables related to configurations (equations 2 and 3)
• conf fD ∈ {ON , OFF , OPT }
• conf c2 ∈ {OR, XOR, AND, SEQ fB , SEQ fC }
• conf c3 ∈ {OR, XOR, AND, SEQ fB , SEQ fC }
B.2 System of equations
B.2.1 Constraints related to the frequency profile (equation 4)
•
•
•
•

freq fA
freq fB
freq fC
freq fD

= FP (fA ) = 100
= FP (fB ) = 40
= FP (fC ) = 60
= FP (fD ) = 80
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B.2.2 Constraints related to non-configurable functions (equation 5)
•
•
•
•

freq (e0 ,fA ) = freq (fA ,e1 )
freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq (fB ,c3 )
freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq (fC ,c3 )
freq (c1 ,fD ) = freq (fD ,c4 )

B.2.3 Constraints related to non-configurable functions and events (equation 6)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

freq e0 = freq (e0 ,fA )
freq (e0 ,fA ) = freq fA
freq fA = freq (fA ,e1 )
freq (fA ,e1 ) = freq e1
freq e1 = freq (e1 ,c1 )
freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq fB
freq fB = freq (fB ,c3 )
freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq fC
freq fC = freq (fC ,c3 )
freq (c4 ,e2 ) = freq e2 )

B.2.4 Constraints related to configurable functions (equations 7, 8 and 9)
• conf fD = OFF ⇒ freq fD = 0
• conf fD = OPT ⇒ freq fD ≤ freq (c1 ,fD )
• conf fD = ON ⇒ freq fD = freq (c1 ,fD )

B.2.5 Constraints related to concrete AND-connectors (equations A.7, A.8 and
A.9)
•
•
•
•
•
•

freq (e1 ,c1 ) ≥ freq c1
freq (e1 ,c1 ) = freq c1
freq c1 = freq (c1 ,c2 )
freq c1 = freq (c1 ,fD )
freq (fD ,c4 ) ≥ freq c4 ∧ freq (c3 ,c4 ) = freq c4
freq (c3 ,c4 ) = freq c4 ∨ freq (fD ,c4 ) = freq c4

B.2.6 Constraints related to concrete XOR-connectors (equations 10 and 11)
NA.
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B.2.7 Constraints related to concrete OR-connectors (equations A.12 and A.13)
NA.
B.2.8 Constraints related to SEQx -configurations, split (equations A.14, A.15 and
A.16)
•
•
•
•
•
•

conf c2
conf c2
conf c2
conf c2
conf c2
conf c2

= SEQfB
= SEQfC
= SEQfB
= SEQfC
= SEQfB
= SEQfC

⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq c2
⇒ freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq c2
⇒ freq (c2 ,fC ) = 0
⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) = 0
⇒ freq (c1 ,c2 ) = freq (c2 ,fB )
⇒ freq (c1 ,c2 ) = freq (c2 ,fC )

B.2.9 Constraints related to SEQx -configurations, join (equations A.17, A.18 and
A.19)
•
•
•
•
•
•

conf c3
conf c3
conf c3
conf c3
conf c3
conf c3

B.2.10

= SEQfB
= SEQfC
= SEQfB
= SEQfC
= SEQfB
= SEQfC

⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = freq c3
⇒ freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq c3
⇒ freq (fC ,c3 ) = 0
⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = 0
⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = freq (c3 ,c4 )
⇒ freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq (c3 ,c4 )

Constraints related to AND-configurations (equations A.20, A.21 and A.22)

• conf c2 = AND ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) = freq c2 ∧ freq (c2 ,fC ) =
6 freq c2
• conf c3 = AND ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) ≥ freq c3 ∧ freq (fC ,c3 ) ≥ freq c3
• conf c3 = AND ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) = freq c3 ∨ freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq c3
B.2.11

Constraints related to XOR-configurations (equations 12 and 13)

• conf c2 = XOR ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) + freq (c2 ,fC ) = freq c2
• conf c3 = XOR ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) + freq (fC ,c3 ) = freq c3
B.2.12
•
•
•
•

conf c2
conf c3
conf c2
conf c3

Constraints related to OR-configurations (equations A.25 and A.26)
= OR ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) + freq (c2 ,fC ) ≥ freq c2
= OR ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) + freq (fC ,c2 ) ≥ freq c3
= OR ⇒ freq (c2 ,fB ) ≤ freq c2 ∧ freq (c2 ,fC ) ≤ freq c2
= OR ⇒ freq (fB ,c3 ) ≤ freq c3 ∧ freq (fC ,c3 ) ≤ freq c3
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B.3 Solution of the system of equations
B.3.1 System variables
• For events:
· freq e0 = 100
· freq e1 = 100
· freq e2 = 100
• For functions:
· freq fA = 100
· freq fB = 40
· freq fC = 60
· freq fD = 80
• For connectors:
· freq c1 = 100
· freq c2 = 100
· freq c3 = 100
· freq c4 = 100
• For arcs:
· freq (e0 ,f0 ) = 100
· freq (f0 ,e1 ) = 100
· freq (e1 ,c1 ) = 100
· freq (c1 ,c2 ) = 100
· freq (c2 ,f1 ) = 40
· freq (c2 ,f2 ) = 60
· freq (f1 ,c3 ) = 40
· freq (f2 ,c3 ) = 60
· freq (c3 ,c4 ) = 100
· freq (c1 ,f3 ) = 100
· freq (f3 ,c4 ) = 100
· freq (c4 ,e2 ) = 100

B.3.2 Decision variable c2
Connector c2 is a configurable OR-split. To be able to find possible alternatives for
the configurable OR-connector, we apply the following rule from predicate logic:
A ⇒ B is equivalent with ¬ B ⇒ ¬ A.
• Checking SEQfB : freq (c2 ,fB ) = 40 6= 100 ⇒ conf c2 6= SEQfB (equation
A.16)
• Checking SEQfC : freq (c2 ,fC ) = 60 6= 100 ⇒ conf c2 6= SEQfC (equation
A.16)
• Checking XOR: freq (c2 ,fB ) + freq (c2 ,fC ) = 40 + 60 = freq c2 (equation 12). From
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the fact that the right part is true, we cannot conclude whether conf c2 = XOR.
• Checking AND:freq (c2 ,fB ) 6= freq c2 ∧ freq (c2 ,fC ) 6= freq c2 ⇒ conf c2 6= AND
(equation A.20)
• Checking OR:
· freq (c2 ,fB ) + freq (c2 ,fC ) = 40 + 60 ≥ freq c2 (equation A.25)
· freq (c2 ,fB ) ≤ freq c2 ∧ freq (c2 ,fC ) ≤ freq c2 (equation A.26)
From the fact that the right part is true, we cannot conclude whether conf c2 = OR.
From this overview we conclude conf c2 ∈ {OR, XOR}

B.3.3 Decision variable c3
Connector c3 is a configurable OR-join. To be able to find possible alternatives for
the configurable connector c3 , we apply the following rule from predicate logic: A
⇒ B is equivalent with ¬ B ⇒ ¬ A.
• Checking SEQ fB : freq (fB ,c3 ) = 40 6= 100 ⇒ conf c3 6= SEQf1 (equation A.17)
• Checking SEQ fC :
freq (fC ,c3 ) = 60 6= 100 ⇒ conf c3 6= SEQf2 (equation A.17)
• Checking XOR: freq (fB ,c3 ) + freq (fC ,c3 ) = 40 + 60 = freq c3 (equation 13). From
the fact that the right part is true, we cannot conclude whether conf c3 = XOR.
• Checking AND: freq (fB ,c3 ) 6= freq c3 ∧ freq (fC ,c3 ) 6= freq c3 ⇒ conf c3 6= AND
(equation A.22)
• Checking OR:
· freq (fB ,c3 ) + freq (fC ,c3 ) = 40 + 60 ≥ freq c3 (equation A.25)
· freq (fB ,c3 ) ≤ freq c3 ∧ freq (fC ,c3 ) ≤ freq c3 (equation A.26)
From the fact that the right part is true, we cannot conclude whether conf c3 = OR.
From this overview we conclude conf c3 ∈ {OR, XOR}

B.3.4 Decision variable fD
To be able to find possible alternatives for the configuration of function f 3 , we apply
the following rule from predicate logic: A ⇒ B is equivalent with ¬ B ⇒ ¬ A.
• conf fD = OFF ⇒ freq f3 = 0. Since freq f3 = 80 6= 0 this results in conf fD 6=
OFF (equation 9).
• conf fD = OPT ⇒ freq fD ≤ freq (c1 ,fD ) (equation 9). From the fact that 80 ≤
100, the right part is true, and we cannot conclude whether conf fD = OPT or
not.
• conf fD = ON ⇒ freq fD = freq (c1 ,fD ) . Since freq fD 6= freq (c1 ,fD ) this results in
conf fD 6= ON (equation 7).
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From this overview we conclude conf fD = OPT because freq f3 = 60∧freq (c1 ,fD ) =
100 ⇒ conf f3 6= OFF ∧ conf fD 6= ON
B.3.5 Solution
The system of equations resulted in a number of possible solutions. The objective
function is used to select the solution that we consider ’best’, see Section 4.3 The
objective function is to minimize the sum of the values due to the configuration of
all configurable functions (i.e. fD ) and the values due to the configuration of all
configurable connectors (i.e. c2 and c3 ), see equation 14. In this small example it is
easy to verify that the objective function yields conf fD = OPT, conf c2 = XOR and
conf c3 = XOR.
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